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narios witho out comme ents and with instructio ons for worrkshop atte endees Four scen Four scen narios with commenta ary and quic ck guide to o the Griffith h Universityy Best Practice G Guidelines for Researrchers: Man naging Res search Data and Prim mary Materials.



arios used in introducttory researcch data ma anagement workshopss for libraryy staff at Scena Griffith h Universityy, 2013 by Griffith University is licensed under a Crea ative Comm mons Attribu ution 4.0 Intternational License.



Scenario: Health Louise is a new PhD student in the Institute of Health. Her topic relates to policy interventions to prevent the outbreak of infectious diseases like bird flu. She is interested in this topic because of her work as a policy analyst with Queensland Health and her background in volunteering in developing countries. She sees completing the PhD as a good way to further her policy career as well as her interests in social development. Louise’s research will involve a number of field interviews with health workers and policy makers in Australia, Vietnam, Indonesia and China. She has an iPod and thought that she would use this to make audio recordings of the interviews, which she will later analyse (possibly using NVivo). Louise also wants to access the policy documents of government agencies and health service providers (including hospitals) in Queensland and in other jurisdictions in Australia and overseas. She thinks she will do some kind of content analysis on these, probably also using NVivo, for which Griffith has a site licence. Some agencies freely provide these documents on their websites, while other agencies have internal documents that are not readily available to the general public, which she may have to approach the organisations for directly. Louise wants to test her hypothesis that a speedy response from policy makers can reduce the spread of infectious diseases. This will require doing some cross-analysis of her findings from the policy documentation and interviews along with the World Health Organisation’s Cumulative number of confirmed human cases of avian influenza A(H5N1) dataset, which is available for download from the WHO website as a series of PDFs published monthly. In doing her literature review there are a number of industry publications and academic journals that Louise has identified as potential places that she might try to publish in later. There are also a big international conference coming up in 2015 and her supervisor has encouraged her to consider presenting some preliminary results at this.



Discussion Identify at least two data management issues that the student may need to consider if they are to avoid problems. Try to identify at least one potential technical issue, and one potential non-technical issue. Hint: You may want to start your discussion by thinking about what the student wants to do with their research at the end of the project and working your way back from there.



Scenario: Business and Economics Gemma is about to start a PhD in the Department of Accounting, Finance and Economics. Gemma worked as a stockbroker in London for several years, but is increasingly interested in environmental issues. For her PhD, she wants to track the relative success of shares included in ‘ethical investment’ portfolios, compared to more general investments. She also wants to look at the newspaper coverage given to ethical investment in the financial sections of major Australian newspapers to see if it has grown at the same rate as the number of ethical products in the market has grown. Gemma has already discovered that she can access ASX information through the Australian Equities Tick History database hosted by Sirca (a not-for-profit company limited by guarantee to host and manage ASX data for a group of member Australian universities, including Griffith). This data goes back to 1991 but the most recent results can take several months to appear. The data is accessed via a web interface and the results that Gemma receives from her searches (which have a certain number of parameters) are put up on a server from where she can download them as a .csv file. The files only stay on Sirca’s server for a month - after that time they are deleted. Gemma thinks she will probably only need Excel to do her analysis on the stock data - she got a copy of Microsoft Office installed on her laptop by INS when she started working at Griffith as a research assistant and plans to continue using that once she finishes her contract and starts the PhD full-time. Gemma thinks that the best way to investigate the newspaper coverage would be to download the full text of lots of newspaper articles from the Library’s databases and then load these into a software program called Leximancer, which is designed for textual analysis of the kind she wants to do. This tool was developed by UQ researchers but has since been spun out into a small company. Gemma has noticed that Leximancer is listed on the Griffith website as being a product that the university has a site licence for. Gemma hopes that the research that she conducts might prove useful for a future career as a consultant in the area of ethical investing.



Discussion Identify at least two data management issues that the student may need to consider if they are to avoid problems. Try to identify at least one potential technical issue, and one potential non-technical issue. Hint: You may want to start your discussion by thinking about what the student wants to do with their research at the end of the project and working your way back from there.



Scenario: Arts Lachlan has recently started a PhD at the Conservatorium. He is interested in the history of musical theatre in Australia, and developed this interest while doing paid and voluntary work as an arts administrator. Lachlan will be doing archival research in state archives in Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne, as well as in libraries, museums and historical societies in regional centres with a history of musical theatre. His supervisor has suggested that he use a digital camera to make copies of as much material as he can while doing his fieldwork in the archives, so that hopefully he will not have to do multiple trips to the different places he needs to visit. His budget for the fieldwork is very limited and he will probably have to drive to most of the regional centres in his car (he is not looking forward to this as his car needs new air conditioning and also recently had a window broken by hailstones that he is waiting on insurance money for getting repaired). Lachlan will end up with hundreds, if not thousands, of images of archival documents, programs, posters, and photographs. He also plans to interview present and past performers, administrators and Board members of a number of musical theatre companies, and to document a number of performances using a digital video camera. Interviews will be analysed, possibly using NVivo software, for which Griffith has a site licence. Lachlan is an aspiring writer and would eventually like to publish a social and pictorial history of musical theatre for a general, rather than academic, audience. If he cannot find a publisher prepared to publish this as a book, he might try to get the information out via a website or via his blog, which he also plans to use to promote the project while he is doing it. He has also been approached by the ABC to produce a radio documentary, and plans to use snippets from his interviews as part of this 1-hour show. He thinks the interviews might constitute an interesting oral history collection in their own right and wonders whether the National Library or State Library of Queensland or some other institution may be interested in having these at the end of the project.



Discussion Identify at least two data management issues that the student may need to consider if they are to avoid problems. Try to identify at least one potential technical issue, and one potential non-technical issue. Hint: You may want to start your discussion by thinking about what the student wants to do with their research at the end of the project and working your way back from there.



Scenario: Science Paul is just starting out on his PhD in the Queensland Micro- and Nanotechnology Centre. He is investigating silicon-carbide on silicon substrates and how these can be applied to improving the performance of light-emitting diodes (LEDs). Paul wants to pursue a career as an academic and is more interested in physical sciences than in lighting, but he was nevertheless pleased to get a scholarship from an international architectural and engineering consultancy that is supporting the research in the hope that the results will give it a competitive edge when tendering for large-scale building projects. Paul is one of four PhD students using this project as the means of completing their PhD. They have the same supervisor, who is the Primary Chief Investigator on the ARC Linkage Project that the PhD students are all part of. Paul will be working with samples of various kinds, which will undergo different treatments in the lab. Each student in the lab will be treating the same samples differently and they will need to be able to compare results with each other. The treated samples will be run through a scientific instrument that produces very large images and lots of them - one experiment might generate hundreds of images. This piece of scientific equipment is provided by a commercial supplier, who also licenses the software needed to perform the analysis and visualisation on the images. The machine has been in use in the department for a while and is pretty slow: there has been talk that it will be upgraded sometime soon, which everyone is really looking forward to as this will speed up the research. It is likely that prototype lights made from new materials might be produced as a result of this Linkage project, but this would probably not happen in the timeframe that Paul is doing his PhD (he is aiming to complete in 3 years, but the project has at least 5 years of funding). When he finishes, Paul thinks he will seek a post-doc in another institution, and try to further his work using the data that he has derived during his PhD, perhaps applying his findings to another area of manufacturing that might benefit from silicon-carbide on silicon technologies such as power devices.



Discussion Identify at least two data management issues that the student may need to consider if they are to avoid problems. Try to identify at least one potential technical issue, and one potential non-technical issue. Hint: You may want to start your discussion by thinking about what the student wants to do with their research at the end of the project and working your way back from there.



Quick guide Best practice requires a planned approach to data management All the involved parties holistically consider all aspects of data management at the start of the research and review data management over the lifecycle of the project.



1.1



1.2



1.3



1.4



Fulfilling obligations to funders, publishers, University, researchers & the community



Contributing to research impact



Costing



Data planning documentation



2.2



2.3



Retention



Ethics and consent



2.1 Intellectual property Ownership of rights in new data you create or collect



Re-using existing data from other sources legally and responsibly



3.1



3.2



3.3



3.4



Choosing durable file formats



Secure storage



Secure transfer



Organising and documenting data



4.1



4.2



4.3



4.4



Sharing data through a repository or archive



Licensing data for re-use



Destroying data securely



Exit planning – what to do when you leave Griffith



When applying for grants and planning your project, think about your legal and professional obligations. Consider also how data can contribute to the research impact of your project. Document your decisionmaking, including costings, for your grant application.



Before your project starts, work out who owns the data and how long it needs to be kept for. Ethical commitments and the consent you seek from your participants will affect what you can do with data later, so consider potential data sharing and re-use scenarios well before data is collected or acquired.



During the project, collect data in formats that are long-lasting. Data that is organised and well-documented is easier to find and use. Regularly assess your options for storing your data and moving it around. If your data is lost, stolen or mis-used you will lose valuable work and damage your reputation as a researcher.



When you have your results, deposit data in repositories to validate and promote your research and increase its impact. Be explicit about re-use by applying appropriate licences. If confidential or obsolete data needs to be destroyed, seek advice on secure methods. When you leave Griffith, make plans for the data you are taking and the data left behind.



Scenario: Health Louise is a new PhD student in the Institute of Health. Her topic relates to policy interventions to prevent the outbreak of infectious diseases like bird flu. She is interested in this topic because of her work as a policy analyst with Queensland Health and her background in volunteering in developing countries. She sees completing the PhD as a good way to further her policy career as well as her interests in social development. Louise’s research will involve a number of field interviews with health workers and policy makers in Australia, Vietnam, Indonesia and China. She has an iPod and thought that she would use this to make audio recordings of the interviews, which she will later analyse (possibly using NVivo). Louise also wants to access the policy documents of government agencies and health service providers (including hospitals) in Queensland and in other jurisdictions in Australia and overseas. She thinks she will do some kind of content analysis on these, probably also using NVivo, for which Griffith has a site licence. Some agencies freely provide these documents on their websites, while other agencies have internal documents that are not readily available to the general public, which she may have to approach the organisations for directly. Louise wants to test her hypothesis that a speedy response from policy makers can reduce the spread of infectious diseases. This will require doing some cross-analysis of her findings from the policy documentation and interviews along with the World Health Organisation’s Cumulative number of confirmed human cases of avian influenza A(H5N1) dataset, which is available for download from the WHO website as a series of PDFs published monthly. In doing her literature review there are a number of industry publications and academic journals that Louise has identified as potential places that she might try to publish in later. There are also a big international conference coming up in 2015 and her supervisor has encouraged her to consider presenting some preliminary results at this.



Comment [SS1]: See 1.2 on research impact. There are important audiences for this research outside of the research sector. She might want to consider open access dissemination of her data by depositing in a repository (4.1) under an open licence (4.2). Comment [SS2]: See 2.3 on ethics and consent. If Louise wants to re-use interview data (e.g. by playing snippets as part of a conference presentation) this needs to be included in the ethics. If she wants to deposit data in a repository this also needs to be notified upfront. Otherwise she will have to destroy the data securely (4.3). Comment [SS3]: See 3.1 on file formats. Louise should ensure that she chooses a file format that is not dependent on Apple hardware and software. Also see 3.2 on secure storage: Louise will quickly build up a large volume of interview data and this will need to be backed-up. The storage she chooses should be secure enough to ensure that the privacy of her interviewees is protected. Comment [SS4]: See 3.1 on file formats. NVivo produces files in proprietary formats. Will Louise continue to have access to this software after she leaves Griffith, or should she be thinking about keeping copies in a more standard format? Comment [SS5]: See 2.1 on re-using existing data from third parties. If Louise wants to do things that are not covered by the copyright act and there is no ‘express permission’ in place (e.g. a licence or statement of terms and conditions) then she will need to seek permission directly from the copyright holders. Comment [SS6]: See 2.1 on re-using existing data from third parties. Louise needs to check the terms and conditions relating to her download and use of the WHO data. Comment [SS7]: How can Louise’s data be used to make her publications and presentations more compelling? If she wants to re-use published materials from agencies or present interview materials in multimedia formats, she will need permission from the research participants to do this.



Scenario: Business and Economics Gemma is about to start a PhD in the Department of Accounting, Finance and Economics. Gemma worked as a stockbroker in London for several years, but is increasingly interested in environmental issues. For her PhD, she wants to track the relative success of shares included in ‘ethical investment’ portfolios, compared to more general investments. She also wants to look at the newspaper coverage given to ethical investment in the financial sections of major Australian newspapers to see if it has grown at the same rate as the number of ethical products in the market has grown. Gemma has already discovered that she can access ASX information through the Australian Equities Tick History database hosted by Sirca (a not-for-profit company limited by guarantee to host and manage ASX data for a group of member Australian universities, including Griffith). This data goes back to 1991 but the most recent results can take several months to appear. The data is accessed via a web interface and the results that Gemma receives from her searches (which have a certain number of parameters) are put up on a server from where she can download them as a .csv file. The files only stay on Sirca’s server for a month - after that time they are deleted. Gemma thinks she will probably only need Excel to do her analysis on the stock data - she got a copy of Microsoft Office installed on her laptop by INS when she started working at Griffith as a research assistant and plans to continue using that once she finishes her contract and starts the PhD full-time. Gemma thinks that the best way to investigate the newspaper coverage would be to download the full text of lots of newspaper articles from the Library’s databases and then load these into a software program called Leximancer, which is designed for textual analysis of the kind she wants to do. This tool was developed by UQ researchers but has since been spun out into a small company. Gemma has noticed that Leximancer is listed on the Griffith website as being a product that the university has a site licence for. Gemma hopes that the research that she conducts might prove useful for a future career as a consultant in the area of ethical investing.



Comment [SS8]: See 2.1 on re-using existing data from third parties. Gemma will need to check that the use she wants to make of the data is covered bu the Terms and Conditions of the subscription. Comment [SS9]: Potential issues here with replicability if Gemma does not a) keep good documentation about the parameters that she uses for the searches (3.4 Organising and documenting data) b) securely store downloaded data locally so that it is available until the end of her project and beyond and is not deleted from the server. Comment [SS10]: The licence for this software will relate to her employment at Griffith and will probably not be valid when she is a full-time student. She may need to get her own copy of Excel or seek an alternative. Comment [SS11]: See 2.1 on reusing existing data from third parties. Gemma will need to check that the use she wants to make of the data is covered by the Terms and Conditions of the newspaper database. If she wants to do things that are not covered then she will need to seek permission directly from the copyright holders. Comment [SS12]: See 3.1 on file formats. Gemma should evaluate the Leximancer software, and the file formats that it produces to ensure that the data will be able to be worked with after the end of the project. This could have several parts to it: a) If Gemma is not at Griffith any longer, can the files be read without the special software b) If the Leximancer software becomes unavailable, are the files readable, or can they be exported for long term retention in a more standard format? Comment [SS13]: See 2.1 on reusing existing data from third parties. Any future re-use of data from subscription services for commercial purposes is unlikely to be covered by the licences.



Scenario: Arts Lachlan has recently started a PhD at the Conservatorium. He is interested in the history of musical theatre in Australia, and developed this interest while doing paid and voluntary work as an arts administrator. Lachlan will be doing archival research in state archives in Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne, as well as in libraries, museums and historical societies in regional centres with a history of musical theatre. His supervisor has suggested that he use a digital camera to make copies of as much material as he can while doing his fieldwork in the archives, so that hopefully he will not have to do multiple trips to the different places he needs to visit. His budget for the fieldwork is very limited and he will probably have to drive to most of the regional centres in his car (he is not looking forward to this as his car needs new air conditioning and also recently had a window broken by hailstones that he is waiting on insurance money for getting repaired). Lachlan will end up with hundreds, if not thousands, of images of archival documents, programs, posters, and photographs. He also plans to interview present and past performers, administrators and Board members of a number of musical theatre companies, and to document a number of performances using a digital video camera. Interviews will be analysed, possibly using NVivo software, for which Griffith has a site licence. Lachlan is an aspiring writer and would eventually like to publish a social and pictorial history of musical theatre for a general, rather than academic, audience. If he cannot find a publisher prepared to publish this as a book, he might try to get the information out via a website or via his blog, which he also plans to use to promote the project while he is doing it. He has also been approached by the ABC to produce a radio documentary, and plans to use snippets from his interviews as part of this 1-hour show. He thinks the interviews might constitute an interesting oral history collection in their own right and wonders whether the National Library or State Library of Queensland or some other institution may be interested in having these at the end of the project.



Comment [SS14]: See 3.1 on file formats. Lachlan should ensure that he chooses a file format that is not dependent particular hardware and software. He will also want to consider the quality of the image capture to ensure that it supports his future use. See 2.1 on re-using existing data from third parties. Permission from the archives for copying will be needed; separate permission for re-publishing may also be needed if he wants to use the image on his blog or in publications or presentations. In terms of organising and documenting (3.4), Lachlan should think about what information he needs to capture about each item while he is at the archives, e.g. a local reference number and other information from finding aids that may not be available remotely. Also see 3.2 on secure storage: Louise will quickly build up a large volume of data and this will need to be backed-up. Comment [SS15]: See 3.2 Secure storage. Physical security and environmental conditions could be an issue. Comment [SS16]: See 3.4 on organising and documenting data. This amount of material could get unwieldy quite quickly. A database or content management system might be useful, but at the very least he should think about protocols for the naming of directories and files. How will he keep track of the source of each image? Some kind of metadata will be needed (in the file naming if nowhere else). Comment [SS17]: At the time of completing his ethics application (2.3) Lachlan needs to think about the future use interview data might be put to (e.g. the radio show, snippets on blog, deposit as part of an oral history collection). If he fails to get informed consent for these uses, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to get it retrospectively. Also see 3.2 on secure storage: Interviews can generate a large volume of data. Storage needs to be secure enough to ensure that the privacy of the interviewees is protected. Comment [SS18]: See 1.2 on research impact. There are important audiences for this research outside of the research sector. He might want to consider open access dissemination of her data by depositing in a repository (4.1) under an open licence (4.2). Comment [SS19]: He will only be able to do this if he has sought informed consent for this re-use from participants and included this intention at the time of making his ethics application. See 2.3 on ethics and consent.



Scenario: Science Paul is just starting out on his PhD in the Queensland Micro- and Nanotechnology Centre. He is investigating silicon-carbide on silicon substrates and how these can be applied to improving the performance of light-emitting diodes (LEDs). Paul wants to pursue a career as an academic and is more interested in physical sciences than in lighting, but he was nevertheless pleased to get a scholarship from an international architectural and engineering consultancy that is supporting the research in the hope that the results will give it a competitive edge when tendering for large-scale building projects. Paul is one of four PhD students using this project as the means of completing their PhD. They have the same supervisor, who is the Primary Chief Investigator on the ARC Linkage Project that the PhD students are all part of. Paul will be working with samples of various kinds, which will undergo different treatments in the lab. Each student in the lab will be treating the same samples differently and they will need to be able to compare results with each other. The treated samples will be run through a scientific instrument that produces very large images and lots of them - one experiment might generate hundreds of images. This piece of scientific equipment is provided by a commercial supplier, who also licenses the software needed to perform the analysis and visualisation on the images. The machine has been in use in the department for a while and is pretty slow: there has been talk that it will be upgraded sometime soon, which everyone is really looking forward to as this will speed up the research. It is likely that prototype lights made from new materials might be produced as a result of this Linkage project, but this would probably not happen in the timeframe that Paul is doing his PhD (he is aiming to complete in 3 years, but the project has at least 5 years of funding). When he finishes, Paul thinks he will seek a post-doc in another institution, and try to further his work using the data that he has derived during his PhD, perhaps applying his findings to another area of manufacturing that might benefit from silicon-carbide on silicon technologies such as power devices.



Comment [SS20]: See 2.1 on ownership of rights. Although PhD students generally own their own data, commercially funded projects usually require the students to assign their IP to the university or to the sponsor. Paul should check the terms and conditions of his scholarship and discuss IP issues with his supervisor, particularly if he wants to take data with him for re-use at another institution. Comment [SS21]: As the research is being conducted by a group not by an individual, there will be a need for the participants to have access to each other’s data. Ideally, they would work with the supervisor to determine some common protocols for organising and documenting the data (3.4) to make it easier to understand and work with the data of others in the group. There may need to be access controls or versioning procedures in place (e.g. read-only access) to avoid accidental changes and deletions. Comment [SS22]: See 3.4 on organising and documenting data. This amount of material will get unwieldy quite quickly. A database or content management system might be useful, but at the very least he should think about protocols for the naming of directories and files. Paul may also want to check on the metadata that is stored within the files – is there a record kept of the settings used on the machine? He may also have a lab notebook in a print or electronic format for recording this information – lab protocols should be in place for how workflows and machine settings should be recorded along with links to the digital data. Also see 3.2 on secure storage: the group will build up a large volume of data that will need to be securely stored and replicated. Comment [SS23]: See 3.1 on file formats. Paul should check that the file formats are not dependent on the proprietary hardware and software, or if they are dependent, that he will continue to have access to the software past the end of the project. Will existing data be compatible with the data produced by the new machine, and if not how will the data need to be migrated to ensure that it can still be used? Comment [SS24]: As noted above, Paul needs a good understanding of who owns the IP. If the IP is owned by Griffith or by the sponsoring company, he would not usually be entitled to take data with him when he leaves. However he may be able to negotiate to take a copy under a data transfer agreement that limited his use in certain ways (e.g. for non-commercial work, or with an embargo imposed).
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